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Students, students and just good people, have the opportunity to earn extra money, do not leave the
house, only need you + your writing talent + computer with Microsoft Word.
Once I had my own business, I was engaged in writing essays and essays for students and
schoolchildren.
Now there is no for this time, but having gone recently on page, I found, that many people treated
for these two years, and page was empty.
Therefore, I need a universal soldier who can write a quality work on almost any topic, quickly,
competently, with the percentage of uniqueness of the text will be at least 85%.
You can read several articles on this topic and bring the General opinion, methods of writing are
different, the main uniqueness is not less than 85%.
I will look for clients myself, we need people who are willing to engage in writing.
If you think you can handle it, write to me in the PM, the word "Task". I will give you a topic,
volume and term, if everything is high quality and I like your language of writing and reasoning.
Welcome to the team!
Dare!

Watership Down Essay Sample
The title of this book is Watership Down written by Richard Adams. The story is about a group of
rabbits fleeing their warriors and their backpacks after learning that their lives are at risk. The
rabbits were warned of rabbits with high power, and the rabbits could predict the future. After
listening to the warnings from the rabbit Fiver mentioned above, the group made their warriors
escape, and Fiver's brother Hazel served as their leader on a dangerous journey.
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Downhill water ship down of Adams, Richard Water followed the group of rabbits, they went to the
wilderness to find a new house. Different rhythm intervals, this novel may be one of my personal
favorites. In my opinion, Richard Adams details the wonderful work of immersing a reader in a
book through rabbit's setting of each of his stay. As Watership Down draws each character in a
different way, you can feel the emotional connection with each rabbit and almost anyone can think
about it. After reading this novel, you'll never see a rabbit in much the same way. Matthew Geutaku,
grade 2021

In the book "Watership Down" by Richard Adams, the Watership Down rabbit encountered
other two warnings. Hazel and his followers can strengthen their small warriors by borrowing
idea of Cow Slip Warren and Efrafa. From Warren of Cow Slip, Watership Down copied
architectural design and recognized the importance of religion. Efrafa unconsciously taught
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importance of freedom and some military skills to Hazel and his comrades. Watership Down of
growing Warren also entered with the established Efrafa warrior. As hazel uses their good qualities,
it has the advantage of interacting with other guards as well as learning from other rabbit mistakes.
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In Watership Down (Adams, 2001), Richard Adams explained a rabbit seeking asylum. In the quest,
I found Warren that seems to be ideal. Warren chasing is going backward with fear and proceeding.
By definition, aerial wars such as drunk driving insist on innocent victims. Death of civilians is an
inevitable fear of war. Admitting Elshtain's loose, almost indifferent things, "It is not always
permitted that they happen in every war". "To not brave to study war any more" is the only moral
response.
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